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Abstract
Local consistency techniques for numerical constraints over interval domains combine interval arithmetic,
constraint inversion and bisection to reduce variable domains. In this paper, we study the problem of integrating
any speci/c interval arithmetic library in constraint solvers. For this purpose, we design an interface between
consistency algorithms and arithmetic. The interface has a two-level architecture: functional interval arithmetic
at low-level, which is only a speci/cation to be implemented by speci/c libraries, and a set of operations
required by solvers, such as relational interval arithmetic or bisection primitives. This work leads to the
implementation of an interval component by means of C++ generic programming methods. The overhead
resulting from generic programming is discussed.
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1. Introduction
Interval arithmetic has been introduced by Ramon E. Moore [9] in the late 1960s to deal with
in/niteness, to model uncertainty, and to tackle rounding errors of numerical computations. In prac-
tice, rounding errors can be controlled by means of rounding modes of :oating-point arithmetic,
which are speci/ed in the IEEE report [6]. Given a real function over a domain, the main algo-
rithm de/ned from interval arithmetic is the veri/ed computation of a superset of the range of the
function. Interval analysis is a set of algorithms that have been extended from numerical analysis to
intervals, such as solving of linear or nonlinear systems, di<erentiation or integration. Given a prob-
lem over the real numbers, interval computations are said to be reliable (veri/ed) since no solution
is lost.
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In this framework, nonlinear systems are solved by branch-and-prune algorithms. The search space
is a box de/ned as the Cartesian product of variable domains. Interval arithmetic is useful to check
whether a box contains no solution. Inconsistent boxes are rejected. Consistent boxes are split until
reaching a given precision. Local consistency techniques [2] are polynomial algorithms that may
accelerate the search of solutions. These methods are more eAcient than interval arithmetic alone
since inconsistent parts of boxes can be pruned during the early process. Hull consistency corresponds
to constraint inversion w.r.t. one variable. Box consistency is implemented by a local bisection
procedure over one domain w.r.t. one constraint.
Nowadays this domain is growing since many engineering applications require reliability. The
interval type recently became a /rst-class citizen type of Sun’s Forte compilers [14], which is
due to G. William Walster’s work. Combinations of interval arithmetic and constraint programming
algorithms have been shown to be powerful for many applications [15]. The reliability property
ensures that every potential solution or decision can be reached. For instance, in computer-aided
design [12], one wants that all possible concepts can be de/ned. In automatic control [7], a main
challenge is to design robust commands.
This work is part of a component-based approach to the design of constraint programming
libraries. Constraint solvers for continuous constraints are hybrid in essence, combining algorithms
from arti/cial intelligence, interval analysis or computer algebra. The design of solvers should sup-
port their heterogeneous nature, considering that no programmer is specialist of all research domains.
This can be done through the software engineering notion of component. A component is a software
object encapsulating sets of functionalities, having a determined behavior, and meant to interact with
other components.
In this paper we introduce the notion of component for interval arithmetic. This component
should (1) implement the necessary services for constraint programming algorithms and (2) in-
terface existing interval arithmetic libraries, for instance Bias [8], Jail [5], MPFI [11] or Sun’s
Forte [14]. The notion of interface supports reuse of code and allows engineers to work with
their preferred tools. For this purpose we de/ne a two-level component architecture.
At low-level, there is a speci/cation of the way to plug speci/c interval libraries in the con-
straint library. On top of this module there are other services such as relational interval arith-
metic used for constraint inversion or bisection primitives, which are implemented once
for all.
Our implementation uses generic C++ programming facilities [13], as is done for Jail whose
interval type is parameterized by the type of interval bounds. The traits technique [10] allows one to
statically specify all services demanded to interval libraries: types for interval bounds and intervals,
arithmetic operations, comparisons, etc. The integration of any external interval library needs im-
plementing the traits. The interval component is a templated class, which is parameterized by traits
at compile-time. With respect to external libraries the main advantage is that high-level operations
are obtained with no e<ort. However, the price to pay is a slight slow-down at runtime. In prelim-
inary design of constraint solvers, we believe that this slow-down is less important than program
development time, which is improved by genericity and reuse of components. The performances are
discussed in Section 5.
The outline of this paper is the following. In Section 2 we introduce some notions from interval
arithmetic and consistency techniques and we show the place of interval arithmetic in constraint
solvers. A high-level description of services that the interval component must support is described
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in Section 3. A C++ implementation of the interval component is proposed in Section 4. Finally,
experimental results are discussed in Section 5.
2. The role of interval arithmetic
The de/nition of an interval component needs understanding the place of arithmetic in constraint
solving methods. In this section, we present elements of interval arithmetic and consistency tech-
niques.
2.1. Interval arithmetic
Let F be a /nite set of machine-representable real numbers compacti/ed with the in/nities in the
obvious way. In practice, the set F often corresponds to the set of IEEE :oating-point numbers [6].
Given any element a∈ F, we de/ne
a− =max{x∈ F | x¡a} and a+ = min{x∈ F | x¿a}:
Given a real number r, the downward and upward rounding modes are de/ned as follows.
r=max{x∈ F | x6 r}; r	=min{x∈ F | x¿ r}:
An interval is a connected set of real numbers. In the following, we are interested in the set F of
closed intervals bounded by elements of F. Every interval x is denoted by [x; Kx]. The convex hull
maps sets of real numbers to intervals using the outward rounding mode. Given  ⊂ R, we have
Hull() = [inf ; sup 	].
Interval arithmetic operations are set theoretic extensions of the corresponding real operations.
Given x; y∈ F and an operation ∈{+;−;×;÷}, the following property holds:
xy= Hull({xy | (x; y)∈ x× y}):
Due to monotonicity properties, these operations can be implemented by :oating-point computa-
tions over the bounds of intervals. For instance, given two intervals x = [a; b] and y = [c; d], we
have:
x+ y= [a+ c; b+ d	];
x− y= [a− d; b− c	];
x× y= [min{ac; ad; bc; bd}; max{ac; ad; bc; bd}	]:
The notion of interval extension 1 has been introduced to compute some superset of the range of a
real function over a domain. Given a real function f and a domain D, let f u(D) denote the range
of f over D.
1 Interval extensions are also called interval forms or inclusion functions.
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Denition 1 (interval extension): An interval extension of a real function f : Df ⊂ Rn → R is a
function f : Fn → F such that for all X in Fn,
X ⊆ Df ⇒ f u(X) ⊆ f (X):
This de/nition implies the existence of in/nitely many interval extensions of a given real function.
The concept of natural extension of a real function f corresponds to an interval extension obtained
from a given expression of f, where each operation is replaced with the corresponding interval
operation, each real number r is replaced with Hull({r}) and each variable is replaced with an
interval variable. Natural extensions are inclusion monotonic, which follows from the monotonicity
of interval operations (see [1] for more details).
2.2. Branch-and-prune algorithms
Given a nonlinear constraint system and a box representing the variable domains, branch-and-prune
algorithms compute sets of boxes, the union of which enclosing the solution set of the system. Boxes
are processed by pruning and branching operations. A pruning operation removes inconsistent values
from a box. Branching of a box generates a set of sub-boxes. A branch-and-prune process terminates
if each box is precise enough or if a given number of boxes have been computed.
In this section we not only present state-of-the-art constraint solving methods, but we focus on
the required interval operations.
Termination criterion. Given an interval x, the precision of x may be de/ned by the width w.r.t.
Haussdorf distance,
Width(x) =  Kx − x	:
This operation requires access to interval bounds and a correctly rounded minus operation over F.
The result is an element of F. Another approach consists in using the number of elements of F
occurring in x.
The precision of a box is generally de/ned componentwise, which uses comparisons of elements
of F.
Constraint satisfaction. Given ∈{=;¡ ;6 ;¿ ;¿} and two intervals x; y, the “possible” in-
terpretation of relation  is de/ned as follows:
∃(x; y)∈ x× y : xy ⇒ xy:
Given a constraint c de/ned by the expression f(x)g(x), a domain x and an interval extension
f (g) of f (g), c is said to be satis/ed if f (x)g(x) is evaluated in true. Otherwise, x con-
tains no solution of c, which is guaranteed by the reliability property of interval arithmetic. In this
case, x is declared to be inconsistent. Such a domain can be rejected during the branch-and-prune
process.
Unfortunately, constraints may be declared satis/ed even if parts of domains contain no solu-
tion. Before rejecting a box, the branching procedure must completely isolate inconsistent values.
This is clearly not eAcient, which motivates the use of consistency techniques to narrow down
domains.
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Fig. 1. Narrowing of x = [x; Kx ] and y = [y; Ky] w.r.t. constraint y = exp(x).
Hull consistency. We describe the narrowing technique based on relational interval arithmetic [4],
which implements the so-called hull consistency. For instance, consider a constraint c de/ned by
y = exp(x), the variable domains x and y, and the associated set of solutions
{(x; y)∈ x× y |y = exp(x)}:
Domains can be reduced by the following narrowing operations, which show that elementary func-
tions and arithmetic operations need to be inverted (see Fig. 1):
y := Hull(y ∩ exp(x));
x := Hull(x ∩ exp−1(y)):
The de/nition of the inverse operation exp−1 requires interval constants such as the empty set,
access to interval bounds, comparisons of bounds with the 0 element of F and the interval logarithm
operation.
exp−1(x) =


log(x) if x¿ 0;
? if Kx6 0;
[−∞; log( Kx)	] otherwise:
The last case, which uses rounding of an elementary function applied over an element of F, is more
diAcult. 2 An implementation based on this de/nition must enter into the programming details of
arithmetic over F. We see that relational interval arithmetic needs a control of rounding modes and
a set of correctly rounded operations over F such as the logarithm.
Box consistency. The narrowing technique based on box consistency [3] implements constraint
satisfaction and branching steps. For instance, given a constraint c de/ned by f(x) = 0, an interval
extension f of f and a domain x, the new domain y is the smallest interval included in x such that
c is satis/ed by [y; y +] and [ Ky −; Ky]. In practice, the narrowing algorithm applies a dichotomous
search over x. This process requires creation of intervals from bounds, computation of successors and
2 This is not always true in practice since log(x) generally returns the expected result when the interval argument
contains 0.
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predecessors of elements of F and splitting of intervals. The splitting operation bisects any interval
x in two parts. The bisection point can be given by the expression
x+  Kx− x	 ÷ p		:
Once again, correctly rounded arithmetic operations over F are necessary.
3. Specication of arithmetic
In this section, we describe the arithmetic of constraints solvers by a set of types and operations
associated with machine and interval numbers.
There is a main question: should high-level operations such as relational interval arithmetic be
only speci/ed in the interval component? To our opinion, no, since our aim is to implement these
operations once for all speci/c libraries. As a consequence, a set of operations on machine numbers
are also required.
3.1. Machine numbers
The set F of interval bounds is represented in programs by a particular data type, which is also
denoted by F in the following. This type and associated operations must be part of the interface
between the component and interval libraries. We distinguish several categories of operations.
Constants. The set F is meant to contain at least three numbers: the in/nities −∞ and +∞ and
the zero value. The in/nities can be used in the creation of in/nite intervals. Zero appears in the
de/nition of many interval operations. As a consequence, these numbers are considered as prede/ned
constants.
Rounding. The rounding mode for machine numbers needs to be controlled. As a consequence,
the rounding downward procedure and the rounding upward procedure must be given to the interval
component.
Input/output. Intervals may be created in programs from their bounds, which are generally repre-
sented by default types of numbers, such as int, float or double in the C/C++ languages. Then,
for each type T of numbers, two conversion operations are required:
conversions :
{
convIn : T→ F;
convOut : F→ T:
Note that conversions may not preserve values if T and F are mathematically di<erent. In practice
we believe that convIn must preserve values, in order to guarantee that the user’s input is handled
without loss of information.
Comparisons. The implementation of relational interval arithmetic uses comparisons of interval
bounds. For instance, the relational division is equivalent to the functional division if the lower bound
of the quotient is strictly greater than 0. The set of operations {¡;6 ;=; =;¿ ;¿} is represented
by a set of procedures speci/ed as follows:
comparisons : F× F→ boolean:
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Evaluation. The inversion of arithmetic operations and elementary functions does not only requires
interval operations, but correctly rounded operations on machine numbers.
unary operations : F→ F;
binary operations : F× F→ F:
The precise list is out of scope of this paper, since it results from a precise description of relational
interval arithmetic.
3.2. Interval numbers
Intervals are de/ned by their bounds, which belong to the set F of machine numbers. Such a
de/nition of the interval type is adapted to solvers based on consistency techniques and bisection-
like procedures. The interval type is associated with constants and operations described
below.
Constants. There are three obvious constants in F: the empty set ?, the real set [ − ∞;+∞]
and zero [0; 0]. Moreover, three other constants are intensively used, for instance in di<erentiation
algorithms: [1; 1], [− 1;−1] and [2; 2]. Finally, the evaluation of trigonometric functions needs  to
be known, which is de/ned by an interval enclosing it.
Constructors. Given input data a constructor returns an interval enclosing it. The default
constructor returns the real set. The copy constructor returns a copy of the argument. Intervals
can be generated from bounds represented by numbers from F or string representations from the
set S.
default : → F;
copy : F→ F;
bounds : F× F→ F;
bounds : S× S→ F:
Bound operations. We must provide access to bounds and modi/cations of bounds. For instance,
for the lower bound, there are the two following operations.
getLower : F→ F;
setLower : F× F→ F:
Comparisons. Comparisons of intervals implement the “possible” interpretation. For a relation
∈{¡;6 ;=; =;¿ ;¿}, a comparison xy succeeds if there exists a couple of real numbers
(x; y)∈ x× y such that xy is true. The corresponding functions have the following prototype.
comparisons : F× F→ boolean:
Observers. Several operations manipulate intervals. We distinguish two kinds of functions: boolean
functions checking if an interval is empty, if an interval contains a real number or if an interval is
canonical, and their negations; functions computing the width of an interval, the hull, the intersection
or the bisection operation in two parts.
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Evaluation. The interval component must implement all arithmetic operations and elementary
functions de/ned on F. Each operation, for instance the addition, is implemented by two functions.
The /rst one takes as input two intervals and returns the sum. The second one takes as input two
intervals and adds the second argument to the /rst argument.
Display. An interval can be printed as a couple of bounds or as a midpoint associated with an
interval error. Both modes are implemented. Moreover the bounds have generally to be rounded if
the exact representation uses a huge number of digits. The number of output decimals is managed
as a parameter of display functions. Observe that outward rounding is necessary.
4. Implementation of arithmetic
A generic implementation of arithmetic needs separating code for speci/c interval libraries from
high-level operations occurring in constraint solvers. For this purpose, an interface is de/ned, which
allows easily plugging any speci/c library in the interval component at compile-time. We have
used the so-called C++ traits technique for interface speci/cations, and C++ templates for generic
programming (see the next section).
4.1. An introduction to generic programming
A template is a skeleton for a family of entities associated with prede/ned functionalities. Speci/c
features of entities are de/ned as parameters of the skeleton. For instance, the family of vectors can be
uniformly implemented, the only parameter being the type of elements inserted in vectors. However,
for instance, vectors require elements to be assignable. How can this property be speci/ed? For this
purpose, Nathan C. Myers has introduced the traits technique in [10]. A traits is a speci/cation of
properties of some data type. A traits for the elements added in vectors must de/ne at least one
function assign, as follows:
template <class T> //default traits for type T
struct ElementTraits {
typedef T Element;
static void assign(Element& x, const Element& e);
};
struct ElementTraits<int> { //specialization for integers
typedef int Element;
static void assign(Element& x, const Element& e) {
x = e; //assignation for integers is obvious
}
};
Vectors are parameterized by the type of elements T. Provided that the type ElementTraits<T>
exists, vectors of type Vector<T> can be statically de/ned. Moreover, the skeleton of vectors does
not depend on the speci/c properties of type T implemented by the traits. For instance, as shown
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below, the assign function of the traits for T is called when an element of type T is inserted
in a vector:
template <class T>
class Vector { //templated class Vector<T>
public:
...
void insert(const T & e) { //insertion of e in the vector
...
ElementTraits<T>::assign( vec[ last++],e);
}
};
Note that the de/nition of vectors for a new type of elements just requires the default traits to be
instantiated. Operations on vectors are implemented only once in the generic class Vector<T>. We
see that a traits is a good candidate for the implementation of interfaces.
4.2. Interface for speci<c interval libraries
The interface is de/ned by two traits for manipulating machine and interval numbers. The /rst
traits BoundTraits<Bo> speci/es necessary functionalities for types of bounds Bo, described in
Section 3.1.
template <class Bo>
struct BoundTraits { //default traits
typedef Bo Real; //type of bounds
static Real toBound(const DefaultRealType& x); //cast Bo(x)
static const Real zero; //0 value
...
static Real nextElement(const Real& x); //x+
...
static void setRoundingDownward(); //downward rounding
...
static bool eq(const Real& x,
const Real& y); //x==y ?
...
static void display(ostream& os,
const Real& x); //display of x
};
For instance, for the double type the traits BoundTraits<double> has to be implemented.
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The second traits IntervalTraits<Bo,Iv,Pw> tackles the required properties of interval types
(see Section 3.2). There are three parameters: Bo is the type of interval bounds (e.g., double),
Iv is the interval type (e.g., BiasInterval) and Pw is an integer type that is used for power
operations.
template <class Bo, class Iv, class Pw>
struct IntervalTraits { //default traits for intervals
typedef BoundTraits<Bo> RealTraits; //traits for bounds
typedef Bo Real; //type of bounds
typedef Iv Interval; //interval type
static const Interval realSet; //constant [-oo,+oo]
...
static Interval cons(const Real& l,
const Real& r); //returns [l,r]
...
static Real getLower(const Interval& u); //lower bound of u
static void setLower(Interval& u,
const Real& x); //lower bound of u:= x
...
static bool eq (const Interval& u,
const Interval& v); //u==v ?
...
static bool isEmpty (const Interval& u); //u is empty ?
static bool contains(const Interval& u,
const Real& x); //u contains x ?
...
static Interval hull(const Interval& u,
const Interval& v); //returns hull(u + v)
static Interval inter(const Interval& u,
const Interval& v); //intersection (u,v)
...
static Interval add(const Interval& u,
const Interval& v); //returns u+v
static void addEq(Interval& u,
const Interval& v); //u:= u+v
...
static void display(ostream& os,
const Interval& u); //output of u on os
};
Note that the default interval traits has to be specialized for every speci/c interval library. The
traits for machine numbers has to be implemented once for each speci/c type, for instance double
in C/C++ languages. The e<ort depends on the set of functionalities provided by existing libraries.
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For instance, for Bias, we use the following traits. The implementation of the addition shows that
an intermediary data result is necessary for the call to BiasAddII. Such feature clearly involves
an overhead at runtime.
struct IntervalTraits<double,BiasInterval,int> {
typedef BoundTraits<double> RealTraits; //traits for bounds
typedef double Real; //type of bounds
typedef BiasInterval Interval; //type of intervals
...
static Interval add(const Interval& u, const Interval& v) {
Interval result;
BiasAddII(& result,& u,& v);
return result;
}
...
}
4.3. The interval component
The way to make interval constraints independent of arithmetic is to create an interval class
CtlInterval parameterized by an interval traits. An interval of type CtlInterval is just coded
by an interval from the traits. Doing so, the class represents the interface for interval arithmetic to
be used in the constraint library:
template <class Bo, class It, class Pw>
class CtlInterval {
public:
typedef Bo Real;
typedef Pw Integer;
typedef It Interval;
static const
CtlInterval realSet=CtlInterval(IntervalTraits::realSet);
...
CtlInterval(const Real& l, const Real& r) //constructor:
: I(IntervalTraits::cons(l,r)) { //call to the trait’s
} //cons operation
...
private:
typedef BoundTraits<Bo> RealTraits;
typedef IntervalTraits<Bo,It,Pw> IntervalTraits;
Interval I; //a CtlInterval is just coded by an Interval
};
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The rest of the implementation of the class corresponds to functionalities from the traits or
high-level operations. For instance, the relational logarithm operation is described as follows:
void logRel(CtlInterval& u)
//relational logarithm operation of *this=[a,b] computed in u
{
if (RealTraits::leq(this->getUpper(),
RealTraits::zero)) { //b<=0
//result: empty set
u.setEmpty();
}
else if (this->contains(RealTraits::zero)) { //a<=0<b
//result: [-oo,log(b)]
u.setLower(RealTraits::minusInfinity);
u.setUpper(RealTraits::logUp(this->getUpper()));
}
else { //a>0
//result: log([a,b])
u.log(*this);
}
}
For instance, intervals from Bias are plugged in the constraint library at compile-time by the
following instantiation of the CtlInterval template,
CtlInterval<double,BiasInterval,int>;
provided that both traits IntervalTraits<double,BiasInterval,int> and BoundTraits
<double> are already implemented. Note that several speci/c types of intervals with bounds of
the same type double must share the same traits BoundTraits<double>.
5. Performances
In this section, we analyze the overhead induced by generic programming, in particular computation
times w.r.t. speci/c libraries and the e<ort required to integrate speci/c libraries.
The results are reported in Table 1. Programs are compiled with egcs version 2.91.66: with
optimization (gcc -O) and without optimization (gcc). Columns with label Interval contain com-
putation times in seconds for 10 million operations over the type Interval. Columns with la-
bel CtlInterval contain computation times in seconds for 10 million operations over the type
CtlInterval parameterized by Interval. Ratios R correspond to slow-downs when the type
CtlInterval is used. The values of intervals x and y have been randomly de/ned.
Without compilation optimization, the average price to pay for genericity is about 80% (R ≈ 1:8).
If the compiler optimization option -O is used then the average price is only 10% (R ≈ 1:1). We
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Table 1
Comparison of performances for the interval types
gcc gcc -O
Operation CtlInterval Interval R CtlInterval Interval R
x + y 3.9 1.1 3.5 1.3 0.8 1.6
x× y 4.9 2.1 2.3 2.3 1.8 1.3
x = y 7.1 5.8 1.2 4.5 5.6 0.8
exp(x) 9.3 7.6 1.2 7.8 7.4 1.1
log(x) 5.4 6.1 0.9 3.9 5.9 0.7
x7 4.3 2.4 1.8 2.8 2.1 1.3
consider that this slow-down can be paid to enhance genericity. However, for speci/c operations
like the addition, the price is also 80%, which is irrelevant with respect to eAciency requirements.
We expect that the new generation of C++ compilers like gcc 3.0 will improve code generation to
handle templated classes.
The e<ort for programming the traits should not be prohibitive. For instance, let us analyze the
case for the Bias library. Machine numbers belong to the double type. Most of operations described
in Section 3.1 are already developed in Bias. In particular, a portable code for rounding modes is
available. Programming of the bound traits requires about a hundred lines, which mainly consists
in calls to existing functions in Bias. The case for interval numbers is slightly di<erent since a set
of operations have to be developed, for instance a correctly rounded operation for computing reals
from strings, a function for counting the number of :oating-point numbers in intervals or a correctly
rounded display function taking into account the number of decimals. The interface is made of about
200 lines. However, the more diAcult functions like interval evaluation of cosine already exist.
6. Conclusion
Generic C++ programming is a clearly identi/ed approach to the conception of scienti/c softwares.
In this work, we have just implemented a universal interval type that may represent any speci/c
interval type. Moreover requirements of constraint solvers have been taken into account in the design
of arithmetic.
The next step will be to instantiate the traits for all known interval libraries. May CtlInterval be
the interval library of reference in the scienti/c community, the speci/c C++ libraries being plugged
in it? For this purpose, eAciency must be improved.
An interesting perspective concerns the dynamic use of interval libraries. For instance that would
allow one to switch to a multi-precision library at runtime if more precision is required. Unfortunately
the actual implementation does not support this feature since the traits technique is static in essence.
A solution would be to create an abstract base class for all speci/c interval types associated with
conversion mechanisms.
Several components of the constraint library have already been developed. Several traits associ-
ated with continuous constraints specify mathematical objects, like a /eld to be a parameter of a
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polynomial ring. We believe that this approach is powerful for the development of mathematical
softwares.
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